When Charles Darwin's book On the Origin of Species was published almost 150 years ago, 1 nothing was understood about the mechanism of heredity that might explain the biological variation through which natural selection operates. After the rediscovery of Mendel's laws at the beginning of the 20th Century, and the appreciation by Boveri and Sutton that chromosomes during cell division followed these laws, 2, 3 scientists sought to understand the nature of continuous and discontinuous variation and its significance for evolution. By 1912, Morgan and Bridges had discovered linkage and established the chromosomal theory of inheritance (see Bridges 4 ). Controversy in this area continued for many years and culminated in Fisher's book The Genetical Theory of Natural Selection. 5 Before their significance was fully understood, chromosomes were recognized in plants around the mid 19th Century, coincidental with refinements in the compound microscope and the emergence of cellular pathology. Drawings of human chromosomes in cancer cells first appeared in 1879, 6 and attempts were made to count human chromosomes in 1891 and 1898. 7 Estimates were made of an average of 24 per cell. Drawings of almost recognizable human chromosomes in corneal cells were published by Flemming in 1882, 8 and Waldeyer is credited with coining the name chromosome in 1888. 9 Despite the link between chromosomes and mendelism, discovered in 1902, and the heated controversy between Bateson, who espoused mendelism, and the biometricians Pearson and Weldon, who favored Galton's Law of Ancestral Inheritance, there appeared to be little interest in human chromosomes during the next decade. The X chromosome was described in invertebrates, and there were a number of papers on plant chromosomes. It seems that the overwhelming interest was to find a mechanism for the inheritance of the variation in species described by Darwin. Human chromosomes surfaced once more in 1912, when Winiwarter studied chromosomes in sections of human gonads. 10 Counts of 47 in testes and 48 in ovaries convinced him that humans, like locusts, must have an XO/XX sex-determining system. Painter in 1921 refuted this result and described the Y chromosome that Winiwarter had missed. 11 On the basis of Winiwarter's studies, he concluded that there were 48 chromosomes in both sexes, despite noting that he could count only 46 in the clearest mitotic figures. Over the next 20 years, at least eight separate investigators confirmed the 48 number until Tjio and Levan proved them all wrong in 1956 with the report of 46 chromosomes in cultured cells. 12 The significance of chromosomes was first appreciated in 1902, and Garrod (with Bateson) recognized that alkaptonuria and several other rare inborn errors of metabolism represented human examples of Mendelian traits. 13 Hemophilia, color blindness, and brachydactyly were recognized as further examples. The origin of medical genetics may seem to stem from these observations, but it is doubtful if families benefited from this knowledge as there is no record of genetic counseling with the aim of avoiding future affected pregnancies. This was despite an understanding of sex-linked, autosomal dominant and recessive inheritance. It was not until 1937 that Bell and Haldane described the first example of linkage in humans in X-linked pedigrees transmitting both hemophilia and color blindness. 14 Both Haldane and Fisher commented in the 1920s on the possibility of predicting, through linkage, the occurrence of disorders such as Huntington disease. However, the controversial views on contraception, the virtual prohibition of therapeutic abortion, and the abhorrence for the eugenic practices advocated by the Third Reich are among the reasons why clinical genetic counseling did not advance between the two World Wars. Perhaps, it was also because the second generation of academic geneticists, including Fisher, Haldane, and Sewall Wright, had greater interest in population and mathematical genetics, statistics, and evolution. Fisher's successor at the Galton Laboratory in 1946 was Lionel Penrose, and he combined expertise in mathematical genetics with interests in clinical genetics, especially in patients with Down syndrome and other learning disorders. 15 Emphasis was on understanding the causative factors and modes of inheritance rather than on the reproductive options that might be offered to affected families.
The following years saw many advances in genetics, especially in biochemical genetics, blood group genetics, and the hemoglobinopathies. The major advancement at the time was the resolution of the structure of the DNA molecule by Watson and Crick in 1953. 16 Although the science of genetics was transformed by this fundamental observation, its full impact on medical genetics was not felt until the recombinant DNA technology became established some 20 years later, when DNA techniques were first used to diagnose genetic defects. However, it stimulated a great interest among clinicians. Hospital clinics were established in the United States at a number of centers, notably in Baltimore and Madison. Victor McKusick began a postgraduate teaching program in medical genetics at Johns Hopkins Hospital, and his famous Bar Harbor Course was started a few years later in 1959.
THE MODERN ERA
The discovery of the correct chromosome number of 46 in humans in 1956, by Tjio and Levan, 12 heralded in the modern era of human cytogenetics. The breakthrough was due to the improved cell culture methods, colchicine-induced arrest for accumulation of mitoses and the serendipitous observation that hypotonic treatment of mitoses before fixation led to the improved separation of chromosomes in squash preparations. (Apparently, in 1952, water was used inadvertently instead of isotonic solutions independently by Hsu in Texas, Makino in Sapporo, and Hughes in Cambridge. [17] [18] [19] It is fair to say that, unknown to the West, similar techniques were used successfully 20 years earlier in Russia by Zhivago. 20 ) Chromosome analysis, using fresh bone marrow (Fig. 1) , was introduced by Ford in 1958. 21 Those of us studying the apparent sex reversal in Turner and Klinefelter syndrome in 1958 attempted this method unsuccessfully to determine the sex chromosome status of these patients, but the first successful diagnosis of a human chromosome aberration came in January 1959 with the publication by Lejeune of trisomy 21 in three cases of Down syndrome. 22 I date the emergence of modern medical genetics from that date because, within a few months, the search began for other chromosomal syndromes with mental handicap and multiple malformations. The 45,X and 47,XXY sex chromosome abnormalities in Turner and Klinefelter syndromes were discovered first. 23, 24 Then, clinicians John Edwards, working with David Harnden in Oxford, and Dave Smith, working with Klaus Patau in Madison, described trisomies 18 and 13, respectively. 25, 26 Both clinicians looked for the constellation of multiple malformations and dysmorphology that was the characteristic of the Down and Turner syndromes, and this led them quickly to study the infants with these trisomies. Less astute clinicians were referring cases of anencephaly, Mendelian disorders and all sorts of single malformations as possible candidates for chromosome abnormality, but without success. I recall being asked in the summer of 1959 to see a newborn child with a possible trisomy at the Johns Hopkins Obstetric Department. The child had normal chromosomes, but the child in the next cot was an infant with trisomy 13. The pattern of dysmorphology that was associated with chromosomal syndromes soon became established. The pioneers in these early chromosome studies met in Denver in 1960 to agree to a chromosomal nomenclature, 27 but, at that stage of the discipline, complete accord was difficult, and errors such as the identification of the chromosome trisomic in Down syndrome as 21 and not 22 (the smallest) were perpetuated. 28 1959 and 1960 were the years of awakening interest in human cytogenetics. The bone marrow method ( Fig. 1 ) was replaced by the leukocyte method of Moorhead, 29 and this simple technique opened up the field to every pathology laboratory. The key ingredient was phytohaemagglutinin, added to remove red cells from plasma, and this caused lymphocyte transformation. (Unknown to the authors, autolysis of red cells had been noted to induce cell division in lymphocytes by Chrustschoff in Moscow 25 years earlier, 30 another unfortunate example of Russian science being ignored in the West.) The most notable discoveries at that time were the Philadelphia chromosome in chronic myeloid leukemia 31 and the
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three-generation families with translocation Down syndrome. 32 The former confirmed Theodor Boveri's prediction about the chromosomal basis of cancer, 33 whereas the latter indicated the need to screen children with Down syndrome for translocations, especially those born to young mothers. Here was a diagnostic service that could be offered to families anxious about the recurrence of Down syndrome. More genetic clinics were set up in part to fulfill this need. These chromosome discoveries fuelled interest in other areas of human genetics, especially inborn errors, hemoglobinopathies, and dominant skeletal and neurological disorders such as achondroplasia and Huntington disease. Clinicians became much more aware of the need for patients to be advised about the risks of recurrence of genetic disorders in general. Before 1960, there were several genetics clinics in the United States, including McKusick's Moore Clinic at Johns Hopkins Hospital, but only two or three in Britain, the first pioneered by Fraser Roberts in 1945 and continued by Cedric Carter into the 1970s. There were no National Health Service consultant posts in medical genetics in Britain before 1970, and the few available pioneers had either University or Medical Research Council appointments.
The early 1960s were years in which techniques were improved, chromosome-specific patterns of DNA replication were discovered, 34 meiotic chromosomes were re-examined, 35 and new structural chromosome aberrations were identified. The high frequency of chromosome aberrations in spontaneous abortion was recognized. 36 Ohno showed that the sex chromatin body was formed by one of the two Xs in female cells, 37 and Lyon developed her theory of dosage compensation of X-linked genes due to random X-inactivation. 38 
HUMAN GENE MAPPING
Chromosome loss in interspecific somatic cell hybrids between mouse and human cells was discovered in 1967 as a productive technique for chromosome mapping, the first success being thymidine kinase locus to chromosome 17. 39 In the following year, the assignment of the Duffy blood group locus was made by linkage to a centric polymorphism on chromosome 1. 40 These two methods initiated the start of the human gene mapping (HGM) program and spurred on those who had recognized that progress in medical genetics required maps, similar to those available for Drosophila, maize, and mouse. By the time of the first HGM workshop in 1973, 152 X-linked loci were known, but only 64 autosomal loci had been assigned to their respective chromosomes. In 1991, the 11th and last of the HGM workshops were conducted, and by this time, there were 221 X-linked genes and 2104 assigned autosomal gene loci as well as another 8000 DNA segment markers. 28 For the next 5 years, the Human Genome Organization organized single chromosome mapping workshops (which Bronwen Loder and I coordinated) and later, genome mapping workshops dealing with other aspects such as mutation databases, telomeres and centromeres, nomenclature, and comparative mapping. The genetic markers developed by the HGM workshops were extensively used during this period for the diagnosis of genetic disease through linkage, and many of these disease genes were isolated by positional cloning. The HGM workshops and their successors represent the foundations on which the Human Genome Project was built, leading to the draft sequence of the human genome some 34 years after the first human autosomal gene was mapped. 
Cytogenetics and its impact on medical genetics
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IN SITU HYBRIDIZATION AND BANDING
Meanwhile, in 1969, two other great technological advances were made almost simultaneously. Pardue and Gall were the first to show that satellite DNA, a form of repetitive DNA, could be hybridized to denatured chromosomes in situ on microscope slides using radioactive-labeled DNA probes that were detected by autoradiography. 41 The regions to which the DNA probes annealed were also stained selectively by Giemsa. Various modifications of the denaturing process, using alkali, heat, or proteolytic enzymes, led to the transverse dark and light Giemsa bands along the chromosomes. 42, 43 Miraculously, each chromosome was found to have a distinctive banding pattern that allowed unequivocal identification. Zech and Caspersson discovered the same patterns independently using quinacrine fluorescence. 44 Immediately, a whole range of chromosome deletions, duplications, and inversions could be recognized. Patients previously reported to have "normal" karyotypes were recalled, and new chromosomal syndromes were discovered. The chromosome bands also improved the resolution of gene mapping and led to the characterization of aberrations in cancer cells, such as the 9:22 translocation in chronic myeloid leukemia. 45 Cytogenetics was once again contributing significantly to medical practice.
The isotopic DNA/RNA probes used in the early days of in situ hybridization could not be used for mapping single copy genes as it was not possible to make them sufficiently radioactive. This problem was resolved by the advances in recombinant DNA technology in the late 1970s that allowed the construction of DNA libraries and the cloning of DNA fragments in bacteria in sufficient quantity to give good hybridization signals. The globin, insulin, and kappa light chain immunoglobulin genes were all mapped in 1981, 46 the year that the mitochondrial genome was fully sequenced. The following year saw the introduction of fluorescence in situ hybridization, 47 and it is arguably this technique that revolutionized gene mapping. 48 It is still the standard mapping method 25 years later.
PRENATAL DIAGNOSIS AND SCREENING
The next milestone in human cytogenetics, again in 1969, was the introduction of prenatal diagnosis for chromosome aberrations and metabolic disorders. 49, 50 Amniocentesis at around 16 weeks' gestation with the culture of amniotic fluid cells for fetal chromosome analysis was established principally to exclude Down syndrome in older mothers and in those who had had a previous affected child. Less frequent indications were Down syndrome translocations and X-linked recessive disorders where the mother was a carrier. In Britain, the Abortion Act of 1967 allowed the termination of pregnancy when it could be shown that the mother had a substantial risk of producing a child with a severe handicapping condition, and this not only applied to Down syndrome but also to male fetuses at 50% risk of an X-linked disorder. Our early studies from 1969 to 1970 demonstrated that by far the majority of pregnancies tested for these indications were found to have a normal fetus. 51 Prenatal diagnosis allowed mothers to plan for future healthy offspring when this could not have been contemplated without the procedure. Bearing in mind the high frequency of chromosomal defects in spontaneous abortion, pregnancies that tested positive at 16 weeks could be regarded as having escaped miscarriage earlier, and this may have helped families to consider termination as a reasonable, albeit very distressing, option.
One important consequence of the introduction of prenatal diagnosis was an increased number of referrals to genetics clinics, suggesting that when parents had the option of stopping the pregnancy, genetic counseling become not only useful but also essential. It is important to note that obstetric ultrasound, pioneered by Ian Donald in Glasgow, 52 was used first in medical genetics to guide the amniocentesis needle, exclude twins, and avoid the anterior placenta. The Medical Research Council Trial on the Safety of Amniocentesis concluded that the risk of miscarriage related to the procedure was about 1% and emphasized the important role of ultrasound. This undoubtedly stimulated the use of sonar in obstetrics and the development of improved ultrasound equipment.
The discovery of raised amniotic alphafetoprotein (AFP) in fetuses with open spina bifida and anencephaly in 1972 53 introduced another important indication for amniocentesis, especially in Scotland and Wales where the birth frequency of neural tube defects (NTDs) was more than 5 per 1000. Immediately after the introduction of AFP testing, it was found that maternal serum levels of AFP reflected levels in amniotic fluid so that it was possible to screen for NTDs using maternal blood. However, success depended on the accurate estimation of gestation as normal serum AFP levels increased during pregnancy. Many regions in the United Kingdom postponed maternal serum AFP screening on the grounds that ultrasound was not reliable. I believe that it was largely due to AFP screening in other areas that led to experience in ultrasound that made the early introduction of the fetal anomaly scan possible. Thanks largely to AFP screening, the birth frequency of NTDs in Scotland was reduced from 5 per 1000 in 1975 to 1.7 per 1000 in 1981. 54 By then, the resolution of ultrasound was such that many pregnancies affected with spina bifida could be identified at 20 weeks by sonar alone.
Prenatal screening for chromosome aberrations grew out of the NTD screening program when Merkatz observed that maternal serum AFP levels were lower in Down syndrome pregnancies than in unaffected pregnancies. 55 Those of us who had stored maternal serum samples were able to confirm this and to detect small numbers of cases prospectively. Other biochemical markers and ultrasound markers, such as nuchal translucency, were soon discovered that improved the detection rates in screening programs. Nowadays, using the Contingent Test that incorporates maternal age, nuchal translucency, and various serum levels, it is possible to detect 60% of Down syndrome fetuses in the first trimester for a false-positive rate of 1.2%. Seventy-five percent of pregnancies are identified as having a very low risk, and the remainder can be retested for
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serum levels in the second trimester. This strategy achieves an overall detection rate of 91% for a false-positive rate of 4.5%. 56 Since the introduction of prenatal screening for chromosome defects, there has been a progressive decline in the need for amniocentesis and a commensurate reduction in related miscarriage.
A desire to move away from invasive prenatal diagnosis has stimulated research into safer techniques using fetal cells from the maternal circulation. Unfortunately, this has not proved to be practicable as insufficient numbers of cells are present and enrichment methods are unreliable. However, DNA and RNA in maternal plasma derived from cells shed from the placenta have been used successfully to determine fetal sex in the first trimester and to diagnose dominant disorders inherited from the father. 57 The most useful application so far has been to determine the Rhesus blood group of the fetus at risk of hemolytic disease of the newborn. Current research by Dennis Lo and colleagues indicates that fetal trisomies may be detected from ratios of allele-specific markers in placental-specific RNA. 58 
THE POLYMERASE CHAIN REACTION
Much of modern molecular cytogenetics depends on the introduction of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in 1988. 59 PCR exploits the enzyme Taq polymerase to amplify DNA between primer sequences. The technique has application to mutation testing, gene mapping, and almost all aspects of DNA analysis and sequencing. Using random DNA primers, almost any sample of DNA can be amplified in any species. PCR is used extensively in modern methods of forensic DNA fingerprinting and, for example, in the production and labeling of chromosome paint probes from chromosome-specific DNA that in 1992 were used first in multicolour-fluorescence in situ hybridization techniques for karyotype analysis. 60 Chromosome-specific DNA is made by PCR from chromosomes sorted in a dual laser flow cytometer or from PCR amplification of microdissected chromosomes. Cross-species reciprocal chromosome painting has had an important application in the study of mammalian karyotype evolution. 61 Chromosome-specific paints have become useful Darwinian markers in tracing lines of descent, in taxonomic studies, and in studying evolutionary mechanisms. My laboratory currently uses chromosome-specific DNA and gene mapping techniques to investigate the evolution of sex-determining mechanisms in vertebrates. 62 We have much to learn about human genetics from these comparative studies.
COMPARATIVE GENOME HYBRIDIZATION AND MICROARRAYS
1992 saw the introduction of comparative genome hybridization (CGH). 63 This is a form of reverse chromosome painting used to detect chromosome deletions and duplications from a patient's total genomic DNA rather that from his or her karyotype. The patient's DNA is labeled in one color and mixed with control DNA labeled in another color. Both are mixed and hybridized to normal metaphases and the ratio of the two colors determined along the length of each chromosome. Duplications are recognized by the predominance of the subject DNA color, whereas deletions are revealed by the predominance of the control DNA color. CGH has been useful both in screening for small constitutional chromosome aberrations in patients and in detecting aberrations in cancer cells.
We learned from the publication of the draft sequence of the human genome in 2001 that humans have Ͻ25,000 genes instead of the 80,000 that had been initially predicted. 64 The sequence provides the means for identifying these genes, including those that cause monogenic disease or that confer susceptibility and resistance to common multifactorial disease. Search for linkage of common disease phenotypes to genetic markers, especially single nucleotide polymorphisms and haplotypes, has become an important strategy in medical genetics. The discovery of a number of susceptibility genes in both Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes and in rheumatoid arthritis is a significant example. 65 In another strategy, termed array CGH and used to detect microdeletions and microduplications, DNA sequences that are spaced at defined distances from one another are chosen from the genome database. A low-resolution array may have 3000 markers spaced at approximately 1-Mb intervals along the chromosome. Higher resolution arrays, containing a million DNA "marker" sequences, are also available. These DNA sequences are arrayed as spots on glass slides, and the patient's DNA sample plus control is hybridized to the microarrays, which are then screened for duplications and deletions by the same CGH methodology used for chromosomal CGH. The patient to control ratios are plotted on chromosome maps to reveal regions of genetic imbalance (Fig. 2) . At high resolution, imbalances of Ͻ1 Mb are detected, and it may be difficult to distinguish pathologic imbalance from normal (benign) copy number variants. 66, 67 The problem may be resolved by determining if the same variant is present in controls from the normal population or in normal first-degree relatives. The great advantage of the technology is the ability to interrogate in a genome-wide fashion and at high resolution. This is a huge improvement over classical karyotyping, and it is to be expected that array CGH technology will replace much of the diagnostic cytogenetics that is current today. 68 However, the present array CGH technology is expensive and beyond the means of many genetic services. Only increased take-up can be expected to reduce costs and bring the advantages within reach of more of our patients.
CONCLUSIONS
Advances in cytogenetics have been the stimulus for progress in medical genetics and have made genetic diagnosis possible today at the level of the DNA molecule rather than the phenotype. This is something that we dreamed about in 1956 and could have scarcely contemplated occurring in such a comparatively short time. Our specialty can take pride in this achievement, and I, for one, feel it a great privilege to have worked in the field for the past 50 years.
Looking back to the beginning of the 20th Century, the early geneticists were searching for laws that explained the variation on which natural selection operated. They found their answer in the chromosomes. One hundred and fifty years after the publication of On the Origins of Species Darwin would have been pleased to learn about copy number variation because such variation lies at the heart of evolutionary mechanisms.
